DTC-1 Format for Fall/Winter AY 2020-2021
Co-Directors: Professors Alex Birdwell and Lisa Del Torto

DTC-1 has been re-designed to work for pandemic-era learning. This entails instruction being remote and synchronous, meaning that students and instructors will join in a virtual learning space (e.g. Zoom) at the same day/time for class, discussions, activities, and studio time. This course format will run in fall 2020 and winter 2021. Course format for DTC-2 in spring 2021 has not yet been decided. Our goal is to provide equitable and safe learning for all, regardless of their location, health preferences, and access to technology.

Additionally, project partners and instructors are aware of these changes and are also expecting to meet and provide feedback in a virtual, remote environment. No one will be expected to travel to nor meet with other individuals in-person.

Shop training is an integral part of the DTC learning experience. All DTC students will complete an on-line orientation to the shop and working with basic hand-tools. When students are on-campus and it is safe and permitted to do so, students will also attend an in-person shop training. In-person training may occur in another term, but completion of both on-line and in-person components will be required before a student can access and use the prototyping facilities (aka The Shop) located in the Ford building on the Evanston Campus. Until further notice, fabrication expectations for DTC will include:

- Conduct while remote
- Use everyday objects such as cardboard, paper, found objects, and DTC-purchased objects
- Fabricate with tools such as scissors, utility knives, (hot) glue, tape, and rulers (DTC-provided)

Enrollment
Each student will enroll in three items for DTC-1: discussion and matching DSGN & ENGL sections

1. Discussion: DSGN 106-1-(60 or 61)
   a. 60 remote: for students who are learning remotely (most students will select this one)
   b. 61 hybrid: for students who have permission to be on campus and intend to attend in-person shop activities during DTC-1

2. DSGN Section: DSGN 106-1-XX
   a. There are 15 sections each with a designated class meeting time
   b. Sections will meet 2x/week in a remote-synchronous format: We/Fr or Tu/Th
   c. XX is your section number (1-15)

3. Matching ENGLISH Section: ENGL 106-1-XX
   a. There are 15 corresponding ENGLISH sections
   b. Each is listed without meeting time information
   c. Choose the section that matches your DSGN section XX (1-15)

Course delivery will remain as described above for both enrollment options. In-person shop activities will be the primary difference between remote and hybrid enrollment. Remote students will still be required to complete in-person shop training at some later date.
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